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Abstract: Background The advancements of Artificial Intelligence, Big Data Analytics, and the Internet of Things
paved the path to the emergence and use of Digital Twins (DTs) as technologies to “twin” the life of a physical entity
in different fields, ranging from industry to healthcare. At the same time, the advent of eXtended Reality (XR) in
industrial and consumer electronics has provided novel paradigms that may be put to good use to visualize and
interact with DTs. XR technologies can support human-to-human interactions for training and remote assistance and
could transform DTs into collaborative intelligence tools. Methods We here present the Human Collaborative
Intelligence empowered Digital Twin framework (HCLINT-DT) integrating human annotations (e.g., textual and
vocal) to allow the creation of an all-in-one-place resource to preserve such knowledge. This framework could be
adopted in many fields, supporting users to learn how to carry out an unknown process or explore others’ past
experiences. Results The assessment of such a framework has involved implementing a DT supporting human
annotations, reflected in both the physical world (Augmented Reality) and the virtual one (Virtual Reality). Con-
clusions The outcomes of the interface design assessment confirm the interest in developing HCLINT-DT-based
applications. Finally, we evaluated how the proposed framework could be translated into a manufacturing context.
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1 Introduction

The advancements of Artificial Intelligence (AI), Big Data Analytics (BDA), and the Internet of Things (IoT)
paved the path to the emergence and use of Digital Twins (DTs) in many fields, including manufacturing,
aerospace, healthcare, and medicine[1]. DTs are computer models that simulate, emulate, mirror, or “twin” the
life of a physical entity, which may be an object, a process, or a human[1]. Unlike simulation models, DTs
connect to their physical counterparts supporting bidirectional relationships, receiving real-time data to
monitor their operating status, controlling their processes and functions, and returning insights, such as
diagnostics and prognostics. For these characteristics, DTs are being applied in different fields, ranging from
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industry to healthcare[2,3].
Tao et al. explored a novel concept of DT shop-floor, discussing four key components, including physical

shop-floor, virtual shop-floor, shop-floor service system, and shop-floor DT data[4]. They aimed at finding a
convergence of the manufacturing physical and the virtual worlds to realize smart interconnections, inter-
actions, control, and management.
eXtended Reality (XR) paradigms may add depth to such discussion with the advent of the Metaverse

ecosystem and an increased offer of applications[5]. In particular, recent works have already explored the
effectiveness of the combination of DTs and Virtual Reality (VR) models in several different application
domains[6–8]. Augmented Reality (AR) techniques have also been put to good use to visualize DTs, assisting
users in their everyday activities[9–11]. It is worth noticing that most of such works focus on the DTs of humans
and objects and their manipulation through VR paradigms, directly influencing the physical world and vice
versa. However, a more limited number of works have focused on the role of Human-Machine Interactions
(HMIs) in such models.
HMI focuses on finding natural ways to communicate, cooperate, and interact between humans and ma-

chines. In this domain, it is worth citing the work of Josifovska et al.[12] who introduced a DT-empowered
multi-modal UI framework to adapt assistance systems to different environmental conditions and human
workers. In such a proposal, the DT of a human served the purpose of modeling in a systematic and fine-
grained way specific human abilities, peculiarities, and preferences. Instead, Ma et al. explored the adoption of
DTs in the product lifecycle of an HMI, including its design, manufacturing, and service[13]. Nevertheless,
despite the progress made in automation, sensing, and automated learning, today it is widely accepted that
“machines cannot fully replace the unique perception and communication skills of humans”[14]. None of such
works, to the best of our knowledge, has considered leveraging the potential of XR and DTs technologies to
deliver into HMIs a primary component of any system, the collaborative intelligence created and molded by
humans while involved in given activities.
The focus of this work is hence to consider the dynamics of workers interacting with physical objects and

virtual models from a Collaborative Intelligence (CLINT) perspective. CLINT is not novel to the scientific
community, and many different definitions have been provided depending on the specific perspective[14–17].
To define our proposal, we started from the definition of CLINT introduced by[18]: it involves an extensive

collaboration of different team members to solve problems. It can provide more information for designing
better solutions than any single member could while giving a non-stop real-time learning opportunity.
Moreover, such collaboration has the potential of integrating diverse contributions (different members provide
different information/knowledge, skill, and experience to a problem resolution) into a platform to produce a
creative solution for successfully solving a problem.
Based on those considerations, in this work, we considered the problem of embedding a Human Colla-

borative Intelligence (HCLINT) experience within a DT. To address such a problem, we present a CLINT
empowered DT-based framework for HMIs where the DT of a process can integrate human annotations (e.g.,
textual and vocal annotations), called HCLINT-DT. The role of this framework is not only to support the
exploration of information, but also to allow the creation of an all-in-one-place resource to preserve human
knowledge. The flexibility of such a structure depends on how human annotations are gathered, retained, and
accessed. To simplify such operations XR paradigms, such as VR interfaces for DT annotations and AR for
physical ones (i.e., annotating objects and actions performed in the physical world), are employed. Such a
framework supports the cross-accessibility of such information. In other words, those who work on the
physical object may benefit from feedback and advice received from those who have worked with the DT and
vice versa. An additional feature consists in visualizing a particular step of the process history, using vocal or
visual markers that act as a revive triggers.
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An assessment of the HCLINT-DT framework could be performed considering any scenario involving
physical objects and their DTs where annotations are cross-provided, stored, and accessed. Such type of
scenario is very general, as it spans from industrial to commercial to private settings. The assessment we
performed considers a specific use case: memory preservation through annotations for family album photo-
graphs. Previous works have experimented with a HoloLens 2-based interface and Deep Learning (DL)
paradigms for easy annotation and cataloging of pictures to revive the phenomena of exploring families’ past[19,20].
Such works amount to a first step of the HCLINT framework: the annotation one. We expanded such works by
developing a DT formed by the album’s cyber-physical counterpart, along with the annotations made by the
subject and the subject itself, all in the virtual realm. It is interesting to note that this use case shares traits
common to other settings. For example, in manufacturing, workers often learn how to carry out an unknown
process either by studying or by accessing the experiences shared by others[21]. The opportunity of anchoring
the annotations to a physical object or its twin can foster the latter. This is not the only positive aspect though.
Factors that influence employee involvement are, according to Marin et al.[22]: empowerment (sharing power
with employees and increasing their level of autonomy), training (developing workforce shared abilities and a
better understanding of the processes in which they participate), communication and remuneration. To assess
whether a framework like HCLINT-DT could contribute to any of such factors in a productive setting, we also
performed an on-sight observational analysis of an small and medium-sized enterprise in the business of
building electrical systems.
This manuscript is organized as follows: in Section 2 we revise the works related to the framework

introduced in Section 3. A possible instance is provided in Section 4, where we provided a practical use case,
validated in Section 5. Section 6 presents a possible adaptation of the framework to a specific industrial case
through an on-the-field observational study. Finally, Section 7 anticipates some future work on the VR
interface, and Section 8 provides insights into the utility and value of this framework, along with possible
future work directions.

2 Related works

DTs are increasingly adopted in research and industry[2,3,6–8], aiming at replicating, twinning, or mirroring some
physical entity. Interestingly, in this context, a central role is progressively being earned by eXtended Reality
(XR) paradigms, the umbrella term that groups together Virtual, Augmented, and Mixed Reality (VR, AR, and
MR). Thanks to XR it is possible to manipulate DTs, directly influencing the physical world and vice versa[6–8].
A guide in such space can be found in [23], where the authors focus on reviewing AR/MR remote colla-
boration contributions to physical tasks. Among the future research issues they sketch for this domain, they
mention multi-modal interaction, hybrid interfaces, and industrial AR-based remote collaboration, also citing
DTs. In the following, we will focus on the research that falls closest to ours, using XR paradigms to maintain
and sustain the growth and sharing of collaborative intelligence.
In [24], the authors proposed VirCA, namely the Virtual Collaboration Arena, to implement a complex

vision by adopting a shareable and fully customizable 3D virtual workspace as a central idea. They aim to
enable users, not necessarily co-located, to collaboratively create ideas and then design and implement them in
a shared virtual space.
The authors of [25], instead, focused on providing a surgical telementoring tool where annotations are

superimposed directly onto the surgical field using an AR simulated transparent display. With their system,
annotations stick to the surgical field as the trainee display moves, and the surgical field deforms or becomes
occluded.
Finally, in [26] an on-spot technician-manufacturer remote maintenance tool is proposed. The system can
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record the malfunctions reported by end-users and provide, using an AR display, the maintenance actions
suggested by an expert.
Concerning these contributions, we here concentrated on how humans could help others, adopting a Human

Collaborative Intelligence (HCLINT) approach that assigns a central role to DTs. An HCLINT could help
humans in supporting other humans in their activities. As reported by Chen et al.[18], HCLINT involves an
extensive collaboration of different team members to solve problems while giving a non-stop real-time
learning opportunity. Following this line of thought, we also resorted to a well-known knowledge transfer
strategy commonly adopted by humans: asynchronous, persistent annotations. However, we moved a further
step in this process: in our contribution, we support providing and sharing human annotations made of text,
voice, or videos aligning both the physical and the virtual worlds utilizing XR (AR + VR in our case)
paradigms. This amounts to a unique way to make humans learn from each other, fostering efficiency. Indeed,
providing seamless exploitation of annotations provided via AR and VR paradigms can empower those who
interact with the physical object, receiving feedback from those who exploit its twin and vice versa.
Hence, when compared to the works cited in this Section, ours is the only one that aims at designing an

HCLINT module to empower DTs through annotation while maintaining contact with both the physical and
virtual space by means of XR paradigms. In addition, we here pursued a user-centric approach by providing an
assessment adopting two different strategies, one using Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) constructs and
a second conducting a short-term observational study within a manufacturing plant[27,28]. In the following, we
describe how we propose supporting such a collaborative environment through XR paradigms.

3 HCLINT-DT framework: exploiting human collaborative intelligence to empower
Digital Twins

In this section, we describe the framework that aims at exploiting Human Collaborative Intelligence
(HCLINT) to empower the five-dimensional Digital Twin (DT) model[4], as depicted in the here introduced
Figure 1. For the sake of clarity, in Table 1 are reported the principal acronyms, along with the corresponding
full-name, used in Sections 3 and 4.
Digital Twin model. The five-dimensional DT model adopted in this work builds upon the framework
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Figure 1 Main components of the HCLINT-DT framework.
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presented in[4], comprising the following components: (a) a Physical Environment (PE) that includes a series of
entities, such as humans, machines, and documents; (b) a Virtual Environment (VE) consisting of models built
in multiple dimensions, including geometry, physics, behavior, and rules, evolving according to the PE, and
the (c) Activity Service System (ASSYST). ASSYST amounts to an integrated service module, which en-
capsulates the functions of data analytics, models, algorithms, etc., into sub-services, and combines them to
form composite services for specific demands from the PE and the VE. Finally, (d) the Activity Digital Twin
Data (ADTD) includes the PE, VE, and ASSYST data, their aggregations, and the existing modeling methods,
optimizing and empowering both the PE and VE. The data in ADTD communicates in real-time with all other
modules to eliminate possible islands of information to provide a comprehensive, synchronized, and consistent
vision.
Annotation Module. The Annotation Module (AM) emerges as a companion to the five-dimensional DT

module. The AM acts as a plug-and-play module that exploits HCLINT together with XR paradigms. In
practice, each user that interacts with the PE or the VE can read or produce annotations. Such annotations can
originate from both AR and VR. In the first case, a user wearing an AR head-mounted display (e.g., the
Hololens) can: (a) individuate those real-world objects that also possess a cyber-physical counterpart in the
VE, and (b) provide annotations, with the production of multimedia content (e.g., textual, visual and vocal
data). The ADTD and the ASSYST modules process and replicate such annotations, making them available to
the corresponding elements in the VE. The VR setting offers instead the possibility to directly provide
annotations in the VE, exploiting a VR head-mounted display. The updates shared in VR are processed by the
ADTD and the ASSYST modules to export such annotations to AR. The proposed AM is agnostic concerning
the specific type of DT (object, human, or process).
To visually depict the operation mechanism of the AM, and how it interacts with the reference DT model, we

introduce the novel Figure 2. As illustrated the AM works in three stages, before, during and after inserting an
annotation (or not). In this Figure, the blue, purple, yellow, and green blocks represent PE, VE, ASSYST, and
AR/VR interfaces, respectively. Their operations and interactions are supported by the ADTD.
Before reading or producing an annotation, the system recognizes the objects a user watches. To this end, a

snapshot of the user view is taken from the PE or the VE, depending on the interface the user decided to use
(AR vs. VR). In the case of AR, the snapshot is a simple photo or video taken from the camera, with VR it
includes the set of objects that lie in the viewing frustum. At this point, an object recognition service (provided
by the ASSYST module) is invoked. In the case of AR, such a module employs one or more Deep Learning-
based object detectors to identify known objects, along with their spatial coordinates. For VR, instead, the
recognition consists in examining meta-data associated with the set of considered objects. Once the objects in
the user view are recognized, the ASSYST module retrieves the related annotations, if any exist. Meanwhile,
the objects recognized in the user’s view are highlighted to suggest which are active for possible interactions.
Finally, when the user interacts with one of those, a menu overlays on the interface, providing the list of
existing annotations.
Now, a given user could decide to provide a new annotation or visualize one of the existing ones (the

annotations could be many). In the first case, the user exploits virtual keyboards or recorders based on the type
of annotation (textual vs. vocal). In the second, the ASSYST module stores the new annotation and the identity

Table 1 Table of acronyms along with their full textual description

Acronym Full-name Acronym Full-name

ADTD Activity Digital Twin Data HCLINT Human Collaborative Intelligence
ASSYST Activity Service System AM Annotation Module

PE Physical Environment XR eXtended Reality
VE Virtual Environment AR Augmented Reality
DT Digital Twin VR Virtual Reality
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of its author. Finally, further annotations could be either provided or reproduced.
When the user decides to reproduce an actual annotation, it may simply visualize a textual item or pick a

more natural way of acquiring the information inside. To this aim, a user can listen to the contents of a given
annotation directly from the avatar of the person that shared it. After this step, the process loops from the start.

4 Experimenting with Digital Twinning: a HCLINT-DT use case for family photo al-
bums

In this section, we provide a practical use-case for the HCLINT-DT module: the DT of a family photo album
annotation process. Family photo albums provide an unrepeatable chance to revive old memories about social
events, affections, relatives, friends, special events, etc.[29]. Throughout the 20th century, people printed photos
and collected them in family albums. Despite the spread of digital photography and social media, people still
look back and discover their families' pasts, often sharing think-aloud thoughts and memories that typically
survive for the time of the conversations where they were exchanged[19,20,30]. Digital technologies may provide
viable ways of retaining memories, annotating, and reviving such elements in an easy and meaningful way.
Applying the HCLINT-DT framework it is possible to experiment its ability of storing and providing

relevant annotations. Often, when a photo is placed in an album, a few annotations are written on its back.
Those who will browse those pictures afterward will be able to discover what that picture portrayed thanks to
those annotations. This amounts to a typical example of HCLINT, where the production and consumption of
information occur collaboratively.
We hence designed the DT of the family photo album, applying the HCLINT-DT module and implementing

a two-sided AR and VR application for annotation sharing.

4.1 AR interface

The AR interface resorts to models developed in previous research[19,20], where a system was developed for the
digitization and cataloging of collections of family album photographs exploiting: the HoloLens 2[31] as a
wearable device, AR paradigms to implement the interface, and Deep Learning models to catalog family
album photos. In particular, we fine-tuned a well-known object detector, namely YOLOv5[32], to identify the
pictures within a given user's view. Such pictures are then classified according to socio-historical labels, using
the IMAGO models provided in[33], namely IMAGO-DATING and IMAGO SOCIO-HISTORICAL. These
models provide the prediction of the date and the socio-historical context of an analog family album photo,
respectively.
We decided to extend the AR system introduced in such work, taking YOLOv5 as a picture detector and

adding a module to identify which pictures are already in the ADTD[34]. In this way, it is possible to recognize
the pictures that are included in the database of the DT of the photo album and retrieve the associated
annotations. Hence, all models run as part of the ASSYST module defined in Section 3.
The AR interface comprises three modules: picture detection and matching, annotations retrieval, and

interaction menu. Firstly, the AR interface captures the user view to individuate any family album photos. At
this point, the pre-trained YOLOv5 object detector predicts the bounding box coordinates of the different
pictures in the scene and crops them accordingly. The procedure is graphically reported in Figure 3.
The cropped pictures are then passed to an image-matching algorithm to check whether they carry any

annotations. If this is the case, their annotations are retrieved. To this aim, we employed the SIFT[35] algorithm
for feature matching. Otherwise, the user could be the first to annotate them. The workflow appears in Figure 4.
In any case, once the recognition and retrieval steps are completed, the user can revive the annotations made

by previous users on the considered photos (if present).
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The AR menu was thought to be as simple as possible to let the user focus on pictures, without being
distracted. Such menu is reported in Figure 5.
Recalling that, in the previous step, the bounding boxes of pictures were obtained, it is possible to create an

invisible interaction area, amounting to the rectangles enclosing the photos. Exploiting this method, when the
user touches one of the pictures, the menu appears. At this point, the user could decide to write a new
annotation or reproduce an existing one. In Figure 6 the procedure to create a new annotation is reported,
considering the textual type. In practice, the user interacts with the menu by touching the New Annotation
button and then decides if s/he wants to leave a textual, vocal, or video annotation. For each type of annotation,
a different menu appears. Considering the textual one, a virtual keyboard, used as an input device, will
materialize next to the menu. Considering instead vocal and video inputs, the user could register a vocal note
about a particular picture, associating its 3D avatar. The latter may be implemented by adopting Deep Learning

 
Figure 3 Execution of pre-trained YOLOv5 to individuate and crop pictures.

Number of features matched: 203

Number of features matched: 428

Number of features matched: 528

Image ld: 42

Set of annotations

Figure 4 Example of SIFT execution, ranking and subsequent database search for annotation retrieval.
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models like the one provided in [36] and tools like [37] (included in the ASSYST).
All new annotations are immediately sent to the ADTD module to support their access to the VE. After

introducing any annotations, the user could also reproduce an existing one. In this case, as reported in Figure 7,
s/he may select the Reproduce Annotation, and then the kind of annotations s/he wants to reproduce, finally
picking one from the list. The Figure exhibits the textual annotation case.

Figure 5 AR interface main Menu.

New annotation

Reproduce 
annotation

New annotation eMe and my sister
 at the beach.w

Reproduce 
annotation

New annotation

Reproduce 
annotation

Figure 6 AR interface Menu: annotate a picture.
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4.2 VR interface

The VR application carries out the same tasks carried out by the AR interface but exploits VR paradigms. All
the environment, objects, and interactions were developed using Unity[38]. In Figure 8 we report the initial user
view when s/he just entered the environment.

As depicted, the environment is straightforward: there is an empty room with a table, a chair, and a family
photo album showing two pictures. The visualized pictures could be changed with a shift-like command as if
the user were browsing a family album. All user interactions use ray casting, allowing the selection of items
and actions by a simple point-and-click mechanism. This design choice is based on the Google VR SDK and
was adopted to adapt such an environment to multiple mobile VR devices (e.g., smartphones)[39].
The main activity that the user could carry out is browsing the family album to revive memories behind the

picture. Also, the pictures are interactive: if the user clicks on one of them, the main menu appears. As for the
AR interface, the menu provides the possibility to create a new annotation or reproduce already existing ones
about that particular photo (as graphically reported in Figure 9).
As previously stated, the annotation could be textual or vocal/visual. Starting from the first, once the Textual

Figure 7 AR interface main Menu: reproduce textual annotations of a picture.

Figure 8 Initial VR user view and user seat.
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Annotation button is selected, the menu shows all the textual annotations made by other users. In case there is a
unique annotation, this is directly reported on top of the picture, as depicted in Figure 10.

Considering now vocal and visual annotations, we here report the results of their analysis. Indeed, as
explained in Section 4.1, the user, after recording a vocal note, could also produce its 3D-avatar. This process
results in a holistic Avatar Annotation, that can be reproduced in the virtual realm, as reported in Figure 11.
In addition, the user could also decide to provide a new annotation for the considered picture. As for the AR

interface, s/he could provide a textual and a vocal/visual annotation following the same steps but exploiting
VR paradigms. For example, considering the vocal annotation process, the user should select the New
Annotation button and then the Vocal mode. A Sub-Menu will appear as reported in Figure 12. At this point,
s/he could click Start recording while contextually talking. Once finished, the Stop recording button provides
the possibility to save the vocal note. All the produced annotations are then sent to the ADTD module, which

New Annotaion

Textual Annotation

Avatar Annotation

New Annotaion

Textual Annotation

Figure 9 VR family album and Menu.

Figure 10 Textual annotation of a particular picture, reported in its original language.

New Annotation

Textual Annotation

Ava' Annotation

New Annotation

Mia madre in posa sulla
terrazza panoramica
dell'aeroporto di Roma-
Fiumicino

Figure 11 Reproducing avatar annotation in VR.
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will relay them to the ASSYST module and to the PE (i.e., and so the AR interface).

5 Assessment model and results

We report the results obtained with the assessments of the AR interface as a tool employed to insert anno-
tations. The outcomes presented here represent the experience of interacting with the physical object (i.e., a
family photo album) via an AR interface. One of the primary use cases for our framework would be the one
involving a user making annotations on real objects. Others should be able to easily access that information,
even if not in the physical place, from the VE. The evaluation was performed with an online survey in which
the participants were first asked to watch a video of how the AR interface worked. The survey was ad-
ministered to a group of 30 participants. The group included a gender-balanced number of participants: 15
males and 15 females. The average age of the participants corresponds to 28.17 and a standard deviation of
3.12 (youngest and oldest 22 and 37 years old, respectively). The number of participants has been chosen as a
trade-off between the necessity of acquiring sufficient feedback data from a population and the time spent for
the evaluation phase[40,41].
Assessment model. The assessment model was designed to evaluate: (a) the ease and intention of use of such

an interface, and (b) its usefulness/adoption. To design such a survey, we took inspiration from the Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM)[42] used to measure user intentions in terms of their attitudes, subjective norms,
perceived ease of use, and usefulness. From the TAM, we derived the following questions:
I1. I found the new interface easy to understand (5-point Likert scale);
I2. I would prefer watching an Augmented Family Photo Album instead of a normal one (5-point Likert

scale);
I3. I appreciated the automatic identification of the pictures (5-point Likert scale);
I4. Would you use this AR interface to share your annotations? (yes/no question);
I5. I enjoyed the overall experience (5-point Likert scale).
The I1 sentence aims at evaluating the easiness of use of the AR interface design; item I2 lets us understand

whether the users prefer to live an augmented experience or a classical one. Item I3 aims at measuring the
usefulness of one of the main features of the AR interface: the automatic identification of pictures utilizing
YOLOv5 and SIFT. Then, I4 serves the purpose of understanding how much our users want to use this AR
interface to share their memories, and so the annotations of their pictures. Finally, through I5, we ask for a
broad evaluation. As reported, four out of five items are measured with a five-point Likert scale, except for
item I4. This item was formulated as a Yes/No question because we wanted to emphasize the direct intention of
the users to use the annotation system.
Results. In Table 2 are reported the means along with the standard deviation obtained by surveying our

subjects on the proposed items. The internal consistency of the questionnaire was verified by adopting the

Stop recording
Start recording Stop recordingStart recording

Figure 12 Vocal Sub-Menu and recording mechanism.
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Cronbach’s alpha index, which corresponds to the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 (KR-20) in the case of binary
choice questions, such as our Q-items. The returned Cronbach’s alpha index corresponds to 0.751, which can
be considered reliable (≥ 70, as indicated by [43]). This is a valuable outcome, considering that some items
could be divisive (e.g., I2 vs. I3). After checking the internal consistency and validity of our questionnaire, we
report in Table 2 all the means and standard deviations obtained by surveying our subjects on the proposed
items along with the item response histograms in Figures 13 and 14.

From Table 2 and Figure 13, it is evident that there is a general agreement about the ease of use of the
interface design (I1), but also a not so positive outcome when compared to the use of modern technologies in
the given application scenario (I3). However, this last outcome contrasts with answers for item I2, where we
can only appreciate a partial agreement in the preference of watching a family photo album through the lens of
modern technology. This is probably because some of the respondents continue to prefer reviving their old
memories physically without filters. For what concerns instead of the usage of the proposed AR interface
while annotating their picture (I4), Table 2 and Figure 14 exhibit an agreement level that supports the initial
aim of our application. Finally, scores from I5 highlight that all the subjects appreciated the AR interface.
To further confirm our results, and test the statistical significance of the obtained answers, we performed a

one-sample t-test[44] over all the five-point Likert scale items. The one-sample t-test compares the mean to a
hypothesized mean value as long as the samples follow a normal distribution. Since the sample size is thirty, it
approximates the standard normal distribution according to the central limit theorem[45]. However, the classical
two-tailed one-sample t-test does not highlight the direction of the difference between the sample mean and the
hypothesized mean value. For this reason, we performed a one-tailed one-sample t-test in which the null

Table 2 Mean and Standard deviation for all the considered items

Item I1 I2 I3 I4 I5

Mean 4.37 3.70 4.37 0.77 4.30
Std 1.00 1.06 0.93 0.43 0.88
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Figure 13 Histograms for answers in 5-point Likert scale items I1, I2 and I3.
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hypothesis H0 assumes that the mean (μ) is lower or equal to the fixed mean value, while the alternate H1 that
(μ) is higher. The compared value was set as three for the five-point Likert scale items since any value greater
than three demonstrates a partial agreement in a five-point Likert scale. We set the parameter α = 0.05 as the
significative threshold for the p-value. The results of the performed test on all the considered five-point Likert
scale items are reported in Table 3.

From Table 3 it is evident that, for all the considered items, the null hypothesis H0 can be rejected,
considering both the significative threshold for the p-values, but also the critical t-values[46], thus confirming
the analysis carried out so far.
For what concerns, instead, the unique Yes/No question item (I4), we performed a Binomial Test returning

the probability for the assumption that the observed frequencies are equal to the expected frequencies[47]. Also,
in this case, we adopted a one-tailed perspective fixing the expected probability of the positive outcome to 0.6
(positive agreement). The null hypothesis H0 assumes so that the probability P(I4 = 1) ≤ 0.6, while the
alternate hypothesis H1 assumes that P(I4 = 1) > 0.6. We set the parameter α = 0.05 as the significative
threshold for the p-value. The returned proportion estimate value (0.77), and the p-value = 0.044, demonstrate
the statistical significance of our test and so the positive outcome of the Item I4.
Finally, it is worth noticing that all the questions provided to our subjects were very general: this choice was

taken to evaluate an abstract scenario, that can be applied in any context in which a person is watching an
object and wants to take/retrieve annotations on it. This can be seen as a simplified form of any watch-and-
annotate scenario, where the user can share but also retrieve annotations from other remote users, taking full
advantage of HCLINT.

6 HCLINT-DT: a short term observational analysis in an industrial setting

As anticipated, the HCLINT-DT may be generally adapted to different contexts. To explore this possibility, we
carried out a short-term observational study at Elettrotecnica Imolese S.U.R.L.[48], whose mission is to produce
industrial electrical systems, starting from their design to the final installation and testing. In particular, we
observed and interviewed professional workers in their everyday activities to understand how HCLINT-DT
could improve their processes from a lean manufacturing perspective[22,49]. We concentrated on how to improve
Empowerment, Communication, and Training factors using HCLINT-DT where the main worker collabora-
tions activities take place. Observing professional workers during their activities, we eyed that human col-
laborations take place while assembling, installing, and testing electrical switchboards. In particular, while
assembling electrical switchboards, professional workers rely on portable computers, which allow them to
visualize documents describing electrical schemes and circuits. Workers can make annotations about missing
materials, or mistakes or scribble checkmarks on components that they correctly assembled. All these an-
notations are shared, utilizing cloud technologies, to engineers that will provide corrections to the electrical
schemes, again annotating the same documents. These activities produce a loop that ends when the assembling
phase ends. This first processes are visually represented in Figure 15. After the installation, the testing step
takes place when the professional testers verify, following strict protocols, that the switchboards are correctly
installed, analyzing each of the components and their interconnections. For each component, information is
annotated on the same shared document with positive or negative checks. Regardless of the outcome (success

Table 3 One-tailed one-sample t-test performed over all the considered 5-point Likert scale items. For each of them the null
hypothesis can be rejected

Item I1 I2 I3 I5

Value 7.49 3.63 8.06 8.12
P-value 1.48e-08 5.3e-04 3.4e-09 3e-09
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or failure), the annotated documents are shared back with the assemblers.
Considering this context of use, the HCLINT-DT framework, and the three factors that most influence lean

manufacturing, we designed a lean manufacturing optimization process, taking inspiration from the model
provided by Gupta et al.[49]. Firstly, we identified the weaknesses of the existing process. We found out that the
main one amounts to the superfluous time spent by the assemblers while: (a) physically moving from the
portable pc to the physical switchboards, and (b) searching for the correct page in the document to read the
instruction or annotate particular components and its connections. We then sketched the implementation of the
HCLINT-DT to erase these time-wasters by simultaneously improving Empowerment, Training and Com-
munication factors. In practice, we started defining the DT of an electrical switchboard by considering all its
components and interconnections. As for the considered family album photos use cases, an AR interface
(described in Section 4.1) would recognize each component in the real world, providing the possibility to make
or read annotations by different users. In this case, however, the read/write annotation process would be
mediated by digital documents (e.g., pdfs). This means that, when a component is recognized, the document
pages containing relevant information will be visualized in the user's view and manipulated by employing AR
paradigms. In the virtual realm, instead, an exact reproduction of the switchboards along with all the anno-
tations posed by different figures is defined. This approach should improve on the existing process. Firstly, the
AR interface would run on an AR device like the Hololens, so the assemblers could keep going with their work
without moving from the electrical board to the personal computer. Secondly, object recognition would
prevent wasting time searching for the instruction/annotations regarding a particular component by im-
mediately visualizing all the info in the shared document. The adaptation of the HCLINT-DT framework for
this use case is visually reported in Figure 16.
In addition, thanks to the adoption of the HCLINT-DT framework, the workers' Empowerment is provided

with the use of state of the art tools and XR devices (e.g., HoloLens 2 and Htc-Vive), as confirmed by the
assemblers, engineers, and testers which were interviewed during our analysis. The Communication im-
provement is given by the natural working mechanism of HCLINT-DT shared annotations. Finally, Training is
a natural consequence of the same HCLINT-DT shared annotation mechanism since workers could analyze
previously annotated documents to learn from others’ experiences.

 

Physical environment

Read 
and annotateAssembling

Assemblers

Analyze and 
annotate

Engineers

Figure 15 In the assembling phase, assemblers read and annotate shared documents of electrical switchboards and engineers
eventually analyze and correct errors or suggestions made by the assemblers.
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7 Future works

In Section 4.2 we introduced a first version of the Virtual Environment hosting a Digital Twin (DT) of a family
photo album empowered by human annotations. The main functionalities of such an interface regard the
fruition of human annotations from anywhere, at any time. However, the annotation retrieval methods in-
troduced use the classic “point-and-click” mechanism. This retrieval method could not be sufficient to satisfy
the needs of the user base that intend to explore human annotations. Further investigations about how to
improve annotations retrieval are required. In particular, it is necessary to carry out a thorough assessment
study of the VE. In addition, the possible impact of natural language processing technologies, such as speech-
to-text and text parsing (to provide vocal commands), named entity recognition (to recognize the person a user
is referring to), and word embeddings (to ease the query of a particular annotation) should also be evaluated.
Finally, we will study how annotations may automatically influence the physical space, exceeding hence their
traditional role.
Considering now the here introduced HCLINT-DT framework (Section 3), possible future directions of

work include the integration of crowd intelligence technologies, one of the most promising in the field of AI
and DTs[50,51]. Crowd intelligence emerges from the collective intelligent efforts of massive numbers of
autonomous individuals, who are motivated to carry out challenging computational tasks under an Internet-
based organizational structure[50]. Many Internet applications, such as Wikipedia, Web Q&A, and sharing
economy, have been exploited into pools of talented crowds demonstrating significant progress beyond the
traditional paradigms. It is now interesting to consider that crowd intelligence systems interweave crowd and
machine capabilities to address challenging computational problems[50]. Indeed, the outcomes of crowd in-
telligent tasks, including data collection and annotation, could help train AI algorithms and models. Matter of
further investigations will also include understanding how the HCLINT-DT framework could support ma-
chines (learning) and the consequences of such processes on human activities.
All these further directions of work will be supported by the involvement of larger populations of users, to

Digital Twin Module
Document Document

Physical environment Virtual environment

Annotation Module

Assemblers, Engineers and Testers

A
nn

ot
at

e A
nnotate

Figure 16 HCLINT-DT framework adapted to the Elettrotecnica Imolese use case: physical components of electrical switchboards
are recognized giving the chance to read or write annotation that are mirrored in its DT in the virtual space, that also provides the
same possibilities.
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provide more general assessments.

8 Conclusions

We introduced the HCLINT-DT framework to support the spread of human collaborative intelligence by
leveraging DT and XR paradigms. To validate such an approach, we assessed a use case involving family
photo albums through an online survey. The results show a general agreement on the ease of use of the AR
interface and the overall experience, even if there was only a partial agreement in preferring AR. We also
explored the adaptability of the proposed approach considering a use case drawn from a local industrial
electrical engineering context. Here, the HCLINT-DT showed a good adaptability level. Further investigations
could involve: (a) improving annotations retrieval, (b) analyzing how this annotation system could support
machines (learning), and, (c) understanding more deeply the impact of such systems on human activities.
Finally, instances of this framework could be created for additional areas and domains, other than the con-
sidered ones (e.g., education, marketing).
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